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Abstract

Specifying, enforcing and evolving access control policies is essential to prevent security breaches and unavailability of resources.

These access control design concerns impose requirements that allow only authorized users to access protected computer-based resources.

Addressing these concerns in a design results in the spreading of access control functionality across several design modules. The pervasive

nature of access control functionality makes it difficult to evolve, analyze, and enforce access control policies. To tackle this problem,

we propose using an aspect-oriented modeling(AOM) approach for addressing access control concerns. In the AOM approach, functionality

that addresses a pervasive access control concern is localized in an aspect. Other functional design concerns are addressed in a model of the

application referred to as a primary model. Composing access control aspects with a primary model results in an application model that

addresses access control concerns. We illustrate our approach using a form of Role-Based Access Control.

q 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Access control policies are constraints that determine

the type of access authorized users have to protected

computer-based resources. For example, an access control

policy in a banking system can stipulate that only loan

managers can create and update customer loan accounts.

Incorrect specification or enforcement of this policy may

either prevent loan managers from creating or updating

customer loan accounts or may allow unauthorized persons

from update customer loan accounts. Both situations are

problematic and may have serious consequences.

There is a growing awareness that security concerns need

to be addressed throughout the software development cycle

[19]. From a design perspective, access control policies give

rise to security concerns that must be addressed in a design.

Researchers [32,54,60] recommend specifying and

maintaining security policies separately from the

application design. This allows security requirements to be

clearly documented, policies to be changed independently of

the application, policies to be independently analyzed, and

policies to be centrally managed. Independent specification

of security policies presents a problem—how to integrate

the policies in an application design.

Addressing access control concerns in a design of a

secure system results in the spreading of access control

functionality across the modules of the design.

The interference of access control functionality with

other application behavior can make it difficult to

understand, analyze, and evolve access control function-

ality. Using an ad hoc approach to address pervasive access

control concerns for a complex application is likely to

produce a design with errors arising from the inconsistent

way in which the concerns are addressed across affected

design modules [27]. These errors can lead to security

breaches or failures.

In this paper, we propose the use of aspect-oriented

modeling (AOM) techniques to support systematic

approaches to addressing access control concerns in a

design. Aspect-oriented techniques tackle system complex-

ity by providing support for localizing pervasive function-

ality in aspects. An AOM design model consists of aspects

and a primary model that addresses other functional design

concerns. Aspects are composed with the primary model to

produce a design model that integrates the design elements
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in the aspects with the design elements in the primary

model. This composition is called weaving.

In the AOM approach, aspects are patterns and thus the

access control aspects can be potentially reused across

different applications with similar access control

requirements. The use of patterns also helps ensure that

pervasive access control concerns are uniformly addressed

across a design. Localizing access control concerns in

aspects also facilitates evolution—changes to access control

concerns (e.g. changes to security policies) can be reflected

in the corresponding aspects, and the effect can be

incorporated in the primary application model through

weaving. The woven model produced by weaving

access control aspects with a primary model can be analyzed

to check whether the concerns have been adequately

addressed in the design [27]. Localizing pervasive access

control functionality in aspects can ease the tasks of

specifying, understanding, analyzing, uniformly applying,

and evolving the access control functionality.

This paper focuses only on specifying access control

concerns as aspects and weaving of aspects with primary

models. Analysis of the woven models are beyond the

scope of this paper. The rest of the paper is organized as

follows. Section 2 describes the approach to modeling

access control functionality as aspects. Section 3 shows

how access control aspects can be composed using primary

models. Section 4 illustrates the approach using an

example application. Section 5 gives an overview of

related work and Section 6 concludes the paper with

pointers to future directions.

2. Modeling pervasive access control functionality

In this paper, an access control aspect is represented by a

pattern of structures and behaviors that reflect constraints

defined by an access control policy. An access control

aspect is modeled from two perspectives: the structural

perspective and the dynamic perspective. The structural

perspective identifies the entities constrained by the access

control policy and their relationships with each other.

The dynamic perspective defines the constraints that the

access control policy imposes on behaviors. Our approach to

describing access control aspects utilizes the Unified

Modeling Language (UML) [63]. An access control aspect

consists of (1) template forms of UML static structural

diagrams (e.g. class diagrams) that provide the static

structural perspective, and (2) template forms of UML

dynamic diagrams (e.g. interaction diagrams) that describe

the dynamic perspective.

An overview of the AOM approach proposed in this

paper is shown in Fig. 1. An aspect-oriented design model

consists of aspects and a primary model. In this paper,

aspects are patterns describing generic access control

structures and behavior. Integration of an aspect with a

primary model involves (1) identifying the parts of

the primary model that require access control, (2) instantiat-

ing the aspects to obtain design views, called context-

specific aspects, that define how access control will be

accomplished in the specified parts, and (3) composing the

context-specific aspects with the primary model. In Fig. 1,

the access control aspect is integrated with three parts of

Fig. 1. An Overview of the AOM approach to modeling access control.
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the primary model. The woven model produced by

composing (weaving) the context-specific aspects and the

primary model is analyzed to uncover emergent behaviors

that result in violations to access control policies.

Analysis can also focus on identifying undesirable

interactions between access control functionality and other

behaviors described in the primary model. Problems

uncovered during analysis initiate changes to the design as

indicated by the dashed arrow between the analyzer and the

design model.

2.1. Modeling access control aspects as patterns

The structural perspective of an aspect is modeled by a

template form of UML static structural diagram called a

Static Structure Template (SST). The dynamic perspective

is described by template forms of UML interaction

diagrams called Interaction Structure Templates (ISTs).

SSTs and ISTs are based on a pattern specification language

described in previously published papers [22–24].

Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), an access control

policy framework, is used to illustrate UML-based

formulation of an access control aspect. Depending on the

nature of the application, the RBAC will use one or more of

the following components: Core RBAC, Hierarchical

RBAC, Static Separation of Duty (SSD) Relations, and

Dynamic Separation of Duty Relations. In this paper, we use

the hierarchical SSD RBAC model which consists of the

Core RBAC, hierarchical RBAC, and SSD relations.

We describe these components below.

Core RBAC embodies the essential features of RBAC.

The constraints specified by Core RBAC are present in any

RBAC model. The Core RBAC requires that users be

assigned to roles (job function), roles be associated with

permissions (approval to perform an operation on an

object), and that users acquire permissions by being

members of roles. The Core RBAC does not place any

constraint on the cardinalities of the user-role assignment

relation or the permission-role association. Core RBAC

also includes the notion of user sessions. A user establishes

a session during which he activates a subset of the roles

assigned to him. Each user can activate multiple sessions;

however, each session is associated with only one user.

The operations that a user can perform in a session depend

on the roles activated in that session and the permissions

associated with those roles.

Hierarchical RBAC adds constraints to Core RBAC for

supporting role hierarchies. Hierarchies help in structuring

the roles of an organization. Role hierarchies define an

inheritance relation among the roles in terms of permissions

and user assignments. In other words, role r1 inherits role r2

only if all permissions of r2 are also permissions of r1 and

all users of r1 are also users of r2: There are no cardinality

constraints on the inheritance relationship. The inheritance

relationship is reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric.

SSD relations are necessary to prevent conflict of

interests that arise when a user gains permissions associated

with conflicting roles (roles that cannot be assigned to the

same user). SSD relations are specified for any pair of roles

that conflict. The SSD relations place constraints on the

assignment of users to roles, that is, membership in one role

that takes part in an SSD relation prevents the user from

being a member of the other conflicting role. The SSD

relationship is symmetric, but it is neither reflexive nor

transitive. SSD may exist in the absence of role hierarchies

(referred to as SSD RBAC), or in the presence of role

hierarchies (referred to as hierarchical SSD RBAC).

The presence of role hierarchies complicates the enforce-

ment of SSD relations: before assigning users to roles not

only should one check the direct user assignments but also

the indirect user assignments that occur due to the presence

of the role hierarchies.

The model of hierarchical SSD RBAC shown in Fig. 2

consists of: (1) a set of users (USERS) where a user is an

intelligent autonomous agent, (2) a set of roles (ROLES)

where a role is a job function, (3) a set of objects (OBS)

where an object is an entity that contains or receives

information, (4) a set of operations (OPS) where an

operation performs tasks, and (5) a set of permissions

(PRMS) where a permission is an approval to perform

operations on objects. The cardinalities of the

relationships are indicated by the absence (denoting one)

Fig. 2. Hierarchical SSD RBAC.
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or presence of arrows (denoting many) on the corresponding

associations. For example, the user to session association is

one-to-many, indicating that a user can be linked to zero or

more sessions at any given time. All other associations

shown in the figure are many-to-many. The association

labeled Role Hierarchy defines the inheritance relationship

among roles. The association labeled SSD specifies the roles

that conflict with each other.

2.1.1. RBAC aspects: structural perspective

An SST consists of template forms of UML classifiers

(e.g. classes) and relationships (e.g. associations).

Template classifiers are parameterized entities, where the

parameters can represent classifier names or other classifier

properties. Instantiating a classifier template involves

binding parameters to values. The result is an UML

classifier (for example, a class or an interface).

Class templates can also be associated with attribute

templates and operation templates. Instantiating these

templates produces attributes and operations. Template

relationships (e.g. association templates) are parameterized

relationships, where parameters can represent multiplicity

ranges, and relationship names.

An SST for hierarchical SSD RBAC is shown in Fig. 3.

Template parameters are preceded by l. Binding parameters

to values representing UML model elements produces

a UML class diagram referred to as a context-specific access

control class diagram.

The following describes the behavior of the operations

produced by the operation templates associated with the

lUser role.

† lCreateSession. Creates a new session and establishes a

new lUserSessions link.1

† lDeleteSession. Deletes an existing session and removes

the corresponding lUserSessions link.

† lAssignRole. Assigns a new role to the user by creating a

new lUserAssignment link.

† lDeassignRole. Removes an existing role from the user

by deleting the corresponding lUserAssignment link.

† lGetRoles. Returns the set of roles assigned to the

user.

The behavior of operations produced by operation

templates in lRole are given below.

† lGrantPermission. Gives the role a new permission

by creating a new lPermAssignment link.

† lRevokePermission. Deletes an existing permission by

deleting a lPermAssignment link.

† lAddInheritance. Adds an immediate inheritance

by creating a lRoleHierarchy link.

† lDeleteInheritance. Deletes an immediate inheritance by

deleting a lRoleHierarchy link.

Fig. 3. SST for the hierarchical SSD RBAC model.

1 A lUserSessions link is an instance of an association produced by

instantiating the lUserSessions association template.
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† lAddSSDRole. Adds a role to the set of conflicting roles

by creating a lSSD link.

† lDeleteSSDRole. Deletes a role from the existing set of

conflicting roles by deleting a lDeleteSSDRole link.

† lCheckSSD. Checks whether the role is in an SSD

relationship (direct or indirect) with another role.

† lCheckAccess. Checks whether a role has some

permission.

The behavior of operations produced by operation

templates in lSession are given below.

† lAddActiveRole. Activates a role in a session by creating

a lSessionRoles link.

† lDropActiveRole. Deactivates a role in a session by

deleting a lSessionRoles link.

† lCheckAccess. Determines whether the session has the

permission to perform a given operation on a given

object.

The class template lPermission is associated with only

one operation template: a lCheckAccess operation checks

if the permission allows the given action on the given

object.

The association template between class templates lUser

and lObject is marked with the stereotype RprohibitedS.

This indicates that direct associations between correspond-

ing classes are not allowed in any class diagram generated

from this template. In other words, a user should not be

allowed direct access to the objects. A similar association

template also exists between lUser and lOperation.

Operation templates can be associated with constraint

templates that produce pre- and post-condition specifications

when instantiated. For example, the lAssignRole operation

template is associated with the following constraint template:

context lUser < lAssignRole(r:lRole)
pre: self.lRole! excludes(r)
post: self.lRole! includes(r)

The template is used to generate OCL constraints in which

the pre-condition holds true if the role r is not currently linked

to the user and the post-condition is true if the role r is linked

to the user. To obtain a constraint from the constraint

template, one binds values to the template parameters.

Section 4.2.1 gives an example of how constraint templates

can be instantiated to produce OCL constraints.

Generic RBAC constraints can be expressed as constraint

templates. Two examples are given below.

The set of roles activated by a user in a
session is a subset of roles assigned to
the user.
context lUser
self.lRole !

includesAll(self.lSession.lRole)

The hierarchical SSD RBAC constraint
prohibits two roles in an SSD relation
from having the same senior role.
context lRole inv
let allSenior(r1) ¼ r1.senior! union
(r1.senior! forAll(r2lallSenior(r2)))
in
self.lSSD ! forAll(r1lallSenior(r1)) !

excludesAll(allSenior(self))

Constraint templates are also used to constrain the ranges

that can be bound to multiplicity parameters of association

templates. For example, the constraint template

lu.lowerbound ¼ 1 restricts ranges that are bound to u to

have a lower bound of 1.

Given a primary model, an SST can be instantiated to

produce a context-specific class diagram that describes the

design structure used to address the access control concern

in a part of the primary class diagram. In Section 4, we

illustrate how this is done for a simple banking

application.

2.1.2. Modeling aspects: dynamic perspective

The interaction view describes the pattern of interactions

that take place and is expressed as a set of ISTs. Each IST

describes a pattern characterizing a family of scenarios.

We show only a few of the ISTs for RBAC to illustrate

the form of ISTs. The ISTs shown in Fig. 4 describe patterns

of interactions that take place when activating and

deactivating RBAC roles.

An IST consists of template forms of UML (interaction)

participants and template forms of messages. Message

templates have parameters representing sequence

Fig. 4. lAddActiveRole and lDropActiveRole ISTs.
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expressions and operation calls. For example, lm.lp:result U

lGetRoles( ) is a message template that produces the UML

message 1.3: result U GetMRoles( ) when 1 is bound to lm, 3

to lp and GetMRoles( ) to lGetRoles( ).

The invocation of an lAddActiveRole operation causes

the invocation of a lGetRoles operation on a lUser

participant. If the user indeed possesses this role, then a

new link is created between the corresponding lSession and

lr participants (indicated by the lcreatenewlink operation

call parameter). The constraint ‘lq after lp’ specifies that the

lGetRoles( ) operation call occurs before the lcreatenew-

link(lr) operation call. The invocation of a lDropActiveRole

operation causes the link between a lSession and a lr
participant to be deleted.

Fig. 5 shows the IST corresponding to a user invoking an

operation in a lSession participant on a specified lObject

participant. This causes the execution of a lCheckAccess

operation. A lCheckAccess operation returns a boolean

value. If the operation returns true, then the specified

operation (ldoOperation) is performed on the lObject

participant; otherwise, an error message is returned.

These two possibilities are indicated by message templates

with sequence expressions ln:lqA and ln:lqB (the A and B

indicate alternative branches).

Examples of interaction diagrams obtained by

instantiating the templates shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are given

in Section 4.

3. Composing aspects with primary models

Composing a context-specific aspect with a primary

model involves merging the views of the entities and

behaviors defined by the aspect with the entity and behavior

views defined by the primary model. Composition can

involve modifying existing elements in the primary model,

adding new model elements to the primary model, and

deleting primary model elements. The result of weaving is a

new model (the woven model) in which information

localized by the aspect is distributed across specified parts

of the primary model.

In the proposed approach, composing an aspect with a

primary model involves the following activities:

1. Instantiating the aspect to obtain a context-specific

aspect. Before an aspect can be composed with a

primary model, the modeler must first obtain context-

specific aspects by binding values to the parameters in

the aspect. The values bound to parameters are

determined by the locations in the primary model in

which access control is desired. The values that are

bound to parameters can be model elements in the

primary model or can be new design elements that are to

be included in the woven model.

2. Composing context-specific aspects with the primary

model. The views described by context-specific aspects

are merged with those described by the primary model

to obtain a woven model. Elements in the aspect and

primary models are merged if and only if they have the

same name and are instances of the same metamodel

class (i.e. they have the same syntactic types). A

model element in an aspect that does not have a

matching element in the primary model represents a new

model element that is added to the woven model.

Composition directives can also be provided by the

modeler to influence how the composition is carried out.

An example of a composition directive is a dominance

relationship between matching elements with different

behaviors (e.g. as defined by operation specifications)

that indicates that one element replaces the other in the

woven model. Such directives can be used to resolve

conflicts during composition. Merging the class

diagram view of a context-specific aspect and a

primary model proceeds as follows (all references to

‘aspect’ in the following refers to ‘context-specific

aspect’)
* All primary model elements that have the same name

and type as a prohibited element in the aspect are

absent from the composed model. A prohibited

element is one that is marked with the stereotype

RprohibitedS.
* If the matching elements are classifiers, then the

classifier features are merged. If a classifier feature

(e.g. an attribute or operation) in the aspect does not

match any features in the matching primary model

classifier, then the feature is added to the classifier in

the woven model.

Fig. 5. lOperation IST.
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* An operation in the aspect model matches an

operation in the primary model if their names and

signatures match. For matching operations, the

modeler should indicate to the weaver, using a

composition directive, how the pre- and post-

conditions are to be combined (how this is indicated

to the weaver is outside the scope of this paper).

If this directive is not provided by the modeler, then

the default is to combine the preconditions of the

matching operations using the logical or and

combine the post-conditions using the logical and.
* An attribute in the aspect model matches an attribute

in the primary model if their names and types match.

If the matching attributes are associated with

constraints, then the modeler should indicate to the

weaver, using a composition directive, how

constraints are to be combined. The default is to

connect the constraints using a logical and.
* A relationship in an aspect matches a relationship in

the primary model if it has the same name.

If matching associations have different multiplicities

or role names, then the modeler must indicate to the

weaver, using a composition directive, which view

should dominate.

Merging of interaction views involves (1) matching

aspect participants with primary model participants,

(2) including aspect participants that do not match primary

model participants in the woven model, and (3) merging

the messages specified in the views based on composition

directives provided by the modeler. The last step requires the

modeler to define dominance or sequence number relation-

ships between messages in the primary and aspect views.

4. Example application

We use a banking application adapted from Chandra-

mouli’s work [12] to illustrate the composition process.

4.1. Primary model

Bank users perform transactions on customer deposit

accounts, customer loan accounts, ledger posting rules, and

general ledger reports. The transactions include (1) create,

delete, or modify customer deposit accounts, (2) create or

modify customer loan accounts, (3) modify the ledger

posting rules, and (4) create a general ledger report. A class

diagram for the application (the primary model) is shown in

Fig. 6. Access control policies are not reflected in this class

diagram.

The dynamic view of the primary model consists of a set

of interaction diagrams. To limit the size of our paper,

we show only one interaction diagram. A collaboration

diagram of the ModifyLoanAccount operation is shown in

Fig. 7. Access control concerns are not reflected in this

collaboration diagram.

4.2. Generating context-specific RBAC aspects

The first step in composition is to instantiate the aspect to

obtain a context-specific aspect. The context-specific

aspects are obtained by instantiating the SSTs and

the ISTs. The hierarchical SSD RBAC for the banking

application can be obtained by instantiating the hierarchical

SSD RBAC templates in Figs. 3–5 with the appropriate

values from the primary model.

Fig. 6. Class diagram of a banking system (primary model).

Fig. 7. An interaction diagram in the banking application (modifying a loan account).
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4.2.1. Instantiating the SST

Fig. 8 is a class diagram showing a context-specific

RBAC model for a banking application. The class diagram

is a design view obtained from the RBAC SST that shows

only the class attributes and operations needed to model the

access control functionality.

In the diagram BankUser, BankObject, and Transaction are

respectively bound to lUser, lObject, and lOperation parameters

in the RBAC template. The instantiations of the other class

templates lRole, lSession, and lPermission are not elements in the

primary model, and thus the corresponding instantiations,

namely, BankRole, BankSession, and BankPermission

are new elements that must be included in the woven model.

Constraint templates are instantiated to create OCL

constraints, for example, the OCL constraint defining the

pre- and post-condition for the assignRole operation for

BankUser is obtained by instantiating the lAssignRole

constraint template:

context BankUser <

assignRole(r:BankRole)
pre: self.BankRole! excludes(r)
post: self.BankRole! includes(r)

The multiplicity parameters are also instantiated.

Constraint templates that constrain the range of multiplicity

parameters are instantiated to get the corresponding OCL

constraints. The multiplicities at the association ends must

satisfy these OCL constraints.

4.2.2. Instantiating the ISTs

The interaction diagram shown in Fig. 9 is obtained by

instantiating the lAddActiveRole IST shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8. Context-specific RBAC aspect for the banking system.

Fig. 9. Collaboration diagram obtained from the lAddActiveRole IST.
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The interaction diagram shows a BankUser activating

the teller role in a update session. If the user indeed possesses

this role, the teller role is activated in that session. Note that

all the messages are not shown in the context-specific

collaboration diagram. For example, the interactions labeled

1.1, 1.2 and 1.4, 1.5 are not shown because they are not part of

the view described by the aspect. Sequence gaps in a

context-specific interaction diagram arise because of the

need to accommodate interactions that address other design

concerns. In this example, interactions 1.1, 1.2 are required to

start a logging activity and 1.4, 1.5 are required to log

information.

Another collaboration diagram obtained from the

lOperation IST (Fig. 5) is shown in Fig. 10.

4.3. Composing context-specific aspects with primary model

Having obtained the context-specific aspect, the next step

is to merge this with the primary model to obtain the woven

model. Comparing the class diagram of the primary model

(Fig. 6) with that of the context-specific aspect (Fig. 8),

we observe the following:

1. The classes BankRole, BankSession, BankPermission are

not in the class diagram of the primary model.

2. The specializations of BankObject and Transaction

are not present in the context-specific aspect.

3. The associations AssignedTo, Has, Initiates, and

Activates shown in Fig. 8 are not in the class diagram

of the primary model.

4. The associations executes and accesses in the primary

model matches prohibited relationships.

5. The aspect classes BankUser, BankRole, BankSession,

and BankPermission have operations pertaining to

RBAC that are absent in the primary model.

The weaving operation takes these observations into

account and produces the following woven model

(see Fig. 11):

1. The classes BankUser, BankObject, and Transaction are

merged with their corresponding counterparts in the

primary model.

2. The classes BankRole, BankSession, and BankPermis-

sion in the context-specific aspect are included in the

woven model.

3. The specializations of BankObject and Transaction in the

primary model are included in the woven model.

4. The associations AssignedTo, Has, Initiates, Activates

are included in the woven model.

5. New operations pertaining to RBAC (such as,

assignRole, grantPermission) are added to the classes

BankUser, BankRole, BankSession, and BankPermission.

6. The associations executes and accesses are absent in the

woven model.

The weaving of the collaboration diagrams shown in

Figs. 7 and 10 is determined by a composition directive

provided by the modeler that states that the aspect model

shown in Fig. 10 replaces the interaction diagram in the

primary model.

5. Related work

This work is related to two distinct research areas:

policy specification and aspect-oriented development.

Consequently, we devote a section to each of these

research areas.

5.1. Security policies

In this section, we briefly mention some work on

security policies. Damianou’s thesis [16] provides a

comprehensive survey about the important works in this

area. A large volume of research exists in the area of

security policies. Some of these focus on access control

models [3,6,7,9,14,29,46,55,56], some on specification of

access control policies [4,5,10,13,17,33,34,36,38,49,50,

53], and others in analyzing conflicts of security policies

[31,43,44,45,57,58].

Formal logic-based approaches [4,5,10,13,33,38,50] are

often used to specify security policies. Jajodia et al. [38]

propose an authorization specification language based on

stratified clause form logic. Both negative and positive

authorizations can be expressed using this logic.

The language also includes integrity rules that can be used

to specify application-dependent conditions that limit the

range of acceptable access control policies. Barker [4] also

uses stratified clause form logic to express access control

policies with special attention to RBAC. In subsequent work

[5], the authors show how policies specified in stratified logic

Fig. 10. Collaboration diagram obtained from lOperation IST.
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can be translated into SQL to protect a relational database

from unauthorized read and update requests. Ortalo [50]

describe a language for specifying security policies based on

deontic logic. Researchers [33] at the Cambridge University

have defined a language called Role Definition Language

(RDL) based on Horn clauses. RDL is based on a set of rules

that indicate the conditions under which a client may obtain a

name or role. The conditions for obtaining a role depend on

the credentials of the client. The notion of delegation in RDL

is different in the sense that roles and not access rights are

delegated. A client may delegate a role that he himself does

not possess. Chen et al. [13] propose a language based on set

theory for specifying RBAC state related constraints. Bertino

et al. [10] extends the RBAC model with a temporal model

called TRBAC. The language proposed by Bertino can

specify periodic activation and deactivation of roles using

periodic expressions. They can also specify temporal

dependencies among role activation and deactivation using

role triggers. Formal logic-based approaches, although,

useful for analyzing security policies, are relatively difficult

to apply.

Other researchers have used high-level languages to

specify policies [34,36,49,53]. Although high-level

languages are easier to understand than formal logic-based

approaches, they are not analyzable. We briefly mention

some important works in this area. Ribeiro et al. [53]

propose a Security Policy Language for specifying

authorization and obligation policies. Policies are specified

using constraint rules. Tower [34] is a language for

specifying RBAC policies. The policies are specified

using objects, privileges, permissions, users, and roles.

Privileges define a specific access type on an object,

permissions are composed of privileges, and roles contain a

set of permissions. In addition, privileges can also be

associated with conditions and actions. Conditions limit the

applicability of the privilege. Actions are executed when

methods associated with the privileges are invoked.

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured

Information Standards (OASIS) technical committee

advocates the use of XML for expressing access control

policies [49]. They proposed XACML, which is an XML

specification for expressing policies for information access

Fig. 11. Woven static model of RBAC and primary.
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over the Internet. The policy specification in XACML is

very verbose and not aimed for human interpretation.

LaSCO [36] is a graphical approach for specifying policies.

The graphical format of LaSCO helps in human interpret-

ation but is not very expressive. Ponder [17] is a

specification language that allows various kinds of policies,

such as, authorization, obligation, and delegation policies

to be specified. Policies are specified in terms of

subject-domain, target-domain, and access-lists. The sub-

ject-domain specifies the set of subjects that can perform the

operations specified in the access-lists on the objects in the

target-domain. The authors have also developed a toolkit for

policy specification and deployment [18]. Steen et al. [61]

propose a new language for expressing policies that can be

applied over an enterprise that is modeled using UML.

The language contains embedded OCL constraints.

The constraints cannot specify activation/deactivation of

roles or assignment of users or permissions to roles. It also

does not allow for the composition of policies.

5.2. Aspect-oriented modeling

There has been much work on aspect-oriented program-

ming [8,41,42,51,62]. A number of authors have tackled

the problem of defining and weaving aspects above the

programming language level (e.g. see Refs. [15,21,22,30,

48,52,59]). In the latter cases, aspect specifications are

often templates, and they are generally woven by using

regular expressions to match primary model elements and

aspect elements. Aspect composition in these approaches

usually involves wrapping additional functionality around

a primary model. Proper naming and structuring of model

elements is required to apply the aspect, so it is

conceivable that effort must be applied to refactor existing

models to correctly compose them with aspect models.

The property-oriented approach used in our AOM supports

a more flexible and rigorous approach to aspect definition

and weaving in which primary models do not need to have

syntactically equivalent names or structures in order to

have aspects woven into them: Aspects are described

independently of primary models as patterns; the patterns

are instantiated before they are composed with the primary

model. Note that, we apply our technique at the early

phases. This allows for early conflict detection and

resolution (via composition directives).

There has been some work on modeling dependability

concerns using the UML, in particular work on modeling

security concerns (e.g. see Refs. [1,2,11,20,23,28,37,39,40,

47,64,65]). These works use the UML extension mechan-

isms to introduce representations of dependability concerns

in UML models. For example, Chan and Kwok [11] provide

a design pattern for security that addresses asset and

functional distribution, vulnerability, threat, and impact of

loss. UML stereotypes identify classes that have particular

security needs due to their vulnerability either as assets or as

a result of functional distribution. Jurjens [39,40] models

security mechanisms based on the multilevel classification

of data in a system using an extended form of the UML

called UMLsec. The UML tag extension mechanism is used

to denote sensitive data. Statechart diagrams model the

dynamic behavior of objects, and sequence diagrams are

used to model protocols. These works are significant and

complementary to our work on AOM in that they illustrate

how the UML can be extended to directly represent

dependability concerns. An AOM weaving process can be

designed to produce extended forms of the UML that

reflect the properties expressed in the aspects in a more

direct manner.

The work on UMLAUT [35] is similar to our approach in

that they utilize the UML, but their approach focuses only

on specification of patterns. Our work goes further in that it

provides support for generating models from patterns and

for composing the generated models with a primary model.

The work described in this paper builds upon the notation

and techniques described in previous papers [22,27]. In

Ref. [27], the authors show how security concerns can be

localized and then woven with models of system function-

ality. In Ref. [26], the authors model two independent

security mechanisms as aspects and show how these two

aspects (authentication and auditing) can be woven in with

a primary design model. The authors also show that the

order in which the aspects are woven is important. An

incorrect weaving order will produce a woven model that

does not meet design goals. The work described in this

paper is a specialization of the AOM approach that can be

used to address access control concerns.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we describe how cross-cutting access

control functionality can be localized in aspects to ease

evolution of policies and design. Modeling access control

concerns as aspects has several benefits. It allows one to

address access control concerns separately from other

design concerns. This separation of concerns helps manage

complexity inherent in software systems. Describing the

access control aspects as patterns also makes them

potentially reusable.

The AOM approach allows developers to systematically

and uniformly incorporate pervasive access control

functionality into a design. Composing the access control

aspects with a primary model produces a woven model that

can be analyzed to check whether the access control

concerns have been adequately addressed in the design.

Localizing access control concerns in aspects also facilitates

evolution changes to access control structures and

behavior can be made in the corresponding aspects, and

the effect can be incorporated in the application through

automated weaving.

We are currently developing an analysis technique that

involves verifying the woven model against a select set of
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representative scenarios. The scenarios can represent

malicious attacks or authorized interactions. Malicious

attack scenarios are used to determine if the constraints

specified in policies are sufficient to prevent the attacks from

compromising protected resources, while the authorized

interaction scenarios are used to determine that authorized

activities are not restricted by the constraints. We will also

investigate the use of model-checking techniques for

statically analyzing dynamic aspects of woven models.

In separate work (e.g. see Refs. [25–27]), we have

used the aspect-oriented approach to specify and weave

security mechanisms into system models. The security

mechanisms represented by the aspects are intended to

enforce security policies. The woven model obtained by

composing security mechanisms with the primary model

can be checked for the satisfaction of the security policies.

Using aspects to define both security policies and security

mechanisms facilitates tracing of concepts expressed in

policy models to concepts expressed in security

mechanisms. This eases the task of verifying that the

mechanisms enforce the policies. In future, we would like

to develop traceability procedures that will allow one to

check whether or not the mechanisms or the

implementations satisfy the security policies or not.
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